We discuss a channel consisting of nodes of a network and lines which connect these nodes and form ways for motion of a substance through the channel. We study stationary flow of substance for channel which arms contain finite number of nodes each and obtain probability distribution for substance in arms of this channel. Finally we calculate Shannon information measure for the case of stationary flow of substance in a simple channel consisting of a single arm having just three nodes.
Introduction
In the course of time researchers began to study systems with increased complexity in different areas of sciences such as, for example, natural sciences [2] - [8] , [12] , [13] population dynamics [14] - [17] , [26] , [32] , [45] , [47] or social sciences [27] , [44] , [46] . Large number of structures and processes in these complex systems can be modeled by networks and differential equations [11] , [19] , [22] , [25] , [28] - [43] , [54] . Our interest is concentrated on motions of substance through channels of complicated structures. These motions are theoretically interesting and of significant practical importance [1] , [18] as they are connected to transportation problems [21] , [23] , migration flows [24] , [20] , [48] or other kinds of flows in networks [10] . In this article flow of substance in a channel which has have arbitrary number of arms. The channel has special nodes where split of an arm happens. More than one arm may arise by this split. The substance can move only in one direction along the channel. The substance can also move out of the channel -"leakage" of substance.
The organization of text is as follows. In Sect. 2 we discuss a mathematical model for flow of substance in studied channel for the case when each channel arm has finite number of nodes. We obtain probability distribution connected to amounts of substance in nodes of arms of this channel for the case of stationary flow of substance. In Sect. 3 we discuss information measures connected to the obtained probability distributions.
Flow of substance in a channel with finite number of nodes in each arm
The discussed model of motion of substance is an extension of model discussed in [48] , [35] . The channel contains chains of nodes of the network and the convention for numbering of nodes of channel is as follows. We assign 4 indexes to each node: V a,b i,j . Lower indexes specify position of node in current arm. i is associated with current arm. j is the number of node of the i-th arm. Upper indexes specify the origin of arm i. Index a denotes number of arm from which arm i splits. Index b denotes number of node of the arm a where this split happens. Then V 8, 4 4,6 means the 6-th node of arm 4 which splits at node 4 of channel's arm 8. The node where arm i begins is labeled as the 0-th node of i-th arm. This node is the next one after splitting at node b of arm a.
The motion of substance in arms of studied channel is as follows. Substance enters the channel from external environment only through channel's main arm (labeled by q = 0 below in the text). The substance can move only in one direction in any arm: from nodes labeled by smaller number to nodes labeled by larger numbers. The nodes of each arm are connected by lines and each node is connected only to two neighboring nodes of the arm exclusive for nodes where a split of an arm happens. Last nodes can be connected to one or more additional nodes. We assume that substance can quit the channel and can move to environment -"leakage" of substance. As substance can enter the channel only through 0-th node of main arm then leakage is possible only in direction from channel to environment and not in opposite direction.
We consider each arm to be an array of of cells indexed in succession by non-negative integers. We assume that an amount x aq ,bof some substance is distributed among cells of the arm q which splits at node (a q , b q ) of the network. This substance can move from one cell to next cell. Let x aq,bq q,i be the amount of substance in i-th cell of q-th arm of channel. We consider first a channel containing number of nodes N q + 1 in each of its arms (the number of arms is M). is transferred from the i-th cell into i + 1-th cell of q-th arm and amount g a,b q,i of x a,b q,i leaks out the i-th cell of q-th arm into environment of the arm of the channel. This leakage can be of two kinds. First of all there can be leakage to the environment of the channel. This leads to loss of substance for the channel. In addition there can be a leakage to other arms of the channel which begin from node b of arm a. This leakage is connected to the substance s a,b q that enters corresponding child arm of the channel which splits from node b of arm a.
The process of motion of substance is continuous in time and motion of substance among nodes of q-th channel is modeled mathematically by a system of ordinary differential equations which contains an equation for 0th node, equations for nodes 1, . . . , N q−1 and equation for node N q . This system is
q,Nq . We shall discuss below the stationary regime of functioning of channel where dx a,b i,q /dt = 0, i = 0, 1, N q . We mark the quantities for the stationary case with * . Then from equations above one obtains:
q,Nq . We assume the following forms of amounts of moving substances in above 
For node N q of q-th arm there is no outflow to next mode of the arm (as the node N q is the last node of q-th arm) and the equation for motion of substance for this node is
We discuss stationary motion of substance through arms of studied channel. Then dx a,b q,0 /dt = 0 in the first of Eqs. (1) and
For root of the channel (arm 0) we substitute s 0,0 0 in (3) and obtain that x 0,0 0,0 is a free parameter and in addition σ 0 = α 0,0 0,0 + γ * ,0,0 0,0 . For arm r which arises from node m of arm q, dx q,m r,0 /dt = 0 and thus we obtain 
In order to calculate x * a,b q,Nq we have to use (2) . The result is
From (5) we obtain
From Eq. (6) 
The total amount of the substance in q-th arm of the channel is
The distribution of substance in nodes of q-th arm of the channel is
3 Information measures for studied channel
We have discussed probability distributions corresponding to a channel with single arm in [9] , [49] - [53] . Particular cases of these distributions are Waring distribution, Zipf distribution, Yule-Simon distribution, Binomial distribution, etc. We can study also other kinds of distributions on the basis of the model discussed in this text. One example is probability distribution of the substance in a part of the studied network which contains several channels for motion of substance. We can calculate various characteristics of the distributions obtained above and let us consider an information problem connected to the flow of substance in studied channel. Each node of the channel is numbered and we consider the nodes as letters of an alphabet. Some kind of an event happens in any of nodes of the channel and let probability of happening of this event be proportional to amount of substance in corresponding node. Thus the probability of happening of event in a node of channel will be equal to the probability from corresponding probability distribution obtained above in the text. The channel (the source) will generate events with corresponding probability and we can calculate measure of information and Shannon measure of information for these sequences as probability distribution is known. The information measure connected to an event with probability p is I(p) = − log(p), and Shannon information measure (average information we get from a symbol in a stream) connected to probability distribution P = (p 0 , . . . , p N ) is H(P ) = − N i=0 p i log(p i ). Let us consider distribution P * of substance in the q-th arm of the channel given by (10) - (12) . The information connected to event with probability p i from i-th node of this arm is
For the 0-th node and for the N q -th node we obtain the following relationships for the information measures
The general expression for the Shannon information measure is very long and we will not write it here. Instead of this we present the Shannon information measure for a simple case of a channel arm that has just three nodes. We shall omit the indices a, b and q. For discussed case N q = N = 2 as labels of nodes of the arm are 0, 1 and 2. The parameters below account for following processes in the studied arm. α 0 (0 < α 0 < 1) accounts for flow between first and second node; α 1 (0 < α 1 < 1) accounts for flow between second and third node; β 1 (0 < β 1 < 1 − α 1 ) accounts for preference for the third node; γ * 1 (0 ≤ γ * 1 < 1 − α 1 − β 1 ) accounts for leakage from the second node; γ * 2 (0 < γ * 2 ≤ 1) accounts for leakage from the third node. The Shannon information measure is 
The studies show that H can have a maximum value for some value of the parameters of the problem. This means that average information we can obtain from an events happening in the channel can have local maxima for some values of problem parameters.
